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"VERY BEST" JUMPER.

Fashions come and fashions go, but

Jumpers reign for ever might well be the

dress motto of ,1921.

Jumpers plain and jumpers patterned,

Navy blue, with silver tinsel

stripes, were the colours selected fnr

this design. . .

ehort ones, long ones, simple and ela

borate,
:;

they are still the vogue for

frvery one (says a writer in "Home

JN'otes"). , '
' z

, And the smartest and latest,of the lot

is this
'

simple little model* with the

.'.smart tinsel stripe. . '\
IJ,

'/:'.' \ .

'j It is plain yet patterned, simple yet
•suitable ' for elaborate occasions.' Sjou

can wwear it^ in the .evening,l or in the
afternoon with a* .tailor-made costume.

The effect
;'is

equally good, and the mak

ing takes no time', and very little

trouble.
'

;'. i.

N'Materiuls."—Boz. of PerHLust.a, pearl-

Kuit No. 3 (or silk of similar thickness)

v.y&jloz. of silver or gold thread, 1 pair
of 'bolie needles, No. ti

or 7, and a pair

of steel ones, No. 14; . ,
• Measurements.—Width, across from seam

to seam all', the way up, 18in.;' length

'from the shoulder to the bottom," 21in.;

length of the sleeve, Bin.; width of the

slueve, 14'm.
..........

Tension, 51 stitches to the inch.

Begin at the bottom 'of'the front. Cast

on 100 stitches in the Peri-Lusta and

knit a depth'of 2.Jin.; (14 rows in the

model) i,u stocking-stitch, that is, alter

nate plain and purl rows. Then knit

;two rows in'-the metallic, thread. Re

...peat these till ,you have worked seven

complete- patterns. ' Then knit one row

only of,the next pattern in Peri-Lusta.

In the second row" purl 38, cast oft 24,

and purl the last 38. Take off the first

38 on to a spare needle and proceed to

knit on the last .38 as follows': "•

' Go oh knitting on these stitches. ,
and

casting oft one at the neck end of every
allejnate, row six times. When you have

•"Worked 14 rows in the Peri-Lusta, knit

in the tinsel thread as before. Then go

in the tinsel thread as before. Then go
on knitting in the Peri-Lusta and decreas

ing at the neck .end. of every other, row

three times. You should now have 29

stitches on the needle. Then knit two

rows -without decreasing, then increase

at the neck end of every alternate row

three "times, which will bring you to the

tinsel 'rows. Knit these, .' then . follow .

with the..Perf-Lusta, increasing at the

ineck, end; of every other row six times.
.Finish1 -with the work right sidej towards

you-arid * the-thread at the -right, hand.

/Ton should now "have 38' stitches on the

•needier t>-Leave ' these for " tlie present.

Take up
'tlie other" set of 38 stitches and

Vkhifc this set. to match the.first. Finish

with the thread at neck-endc Then tiake"

';'up 'Ihe "first 38 stitches 'and. knit-'thamj --

;• cast' on ;24 for the back neck, iahd knit.

the; second 387 Then purl a row Uack. and,

;lcuit 2 tinsel rows. 'Now knit "the back"to
/pyitcii' the-front. Sew up the sides- row

Tor row ami leave ft. depth of 7ln. open
at each side for the- sleeves.

The Sleeves.—{Begin at the top and cast

on '7G stitches. Knit in the same pat
tern as the jumper until yon have three

hands of Peri-Lusta divided by two bands

of 'tinsel*thread, and then cast oft. Sew

up the sleeves and sew them into the

armholes. .

For the neck, take a pair of No. 14

steel needles and cast. on. six stitches.

Knit a strip in'garter-stitch long enough
to fit round the heck. Then sew up the

e;icis and sew. to the neck. Knit similar

strips on eight 'stitches *.

for the sleeves

and the bottom of the jumper, and sew

them into place. Before .making up, the

Peri-Lusta part of the jumper should ha

pressed on the right side with a damn
cloth and a warm iron.: Don't press tha

•

tinsel thread, though.
*.
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